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Nature of AGN-driven Perturbations

What is the nature and energy content of 
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Different Types of Fluctuations
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Different Types of Fluctuations: 
X-ray response

high E: 4 - 8 keV

T, keV

low E: 0.5 - 4 keV
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if density and temperature perturbations are small:

X-ray response of different type of perturbations:

a, b - two different energy bands [e.g. 0.5-4 keV and 4-8 keV]

Different Types of Fluctuations: 
X-ray response

(�f/f)a/(�f/f)b



i/b:  soft > hard band       
a/d: soft < hard band       
i/t:   soft ~ hard band

Different Types of Fluctuations: 
X-ray response



Nature of AGN-driven Perturbations

Perseus Cluster

soft band

hard band

inner 3.5’

dominated by
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on scales ~ 5-30 kpc
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Nature of AGN-driven Perturbations

Perseus Cluster Centaurus Cluster

soft band

hard band

inner 3.5’

dominated by
isobaric fluctuations 
on scales ~ 5-30 kpc
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Mixture of different types of fluctuations

One process or multiple? —> Coherence

C =
P12p
P1P2

Which process dominates? —> Ratio

R =
P12

P1

For a given T and any combination of i/b, a/d, i/t fluctuations we 
predict C and R and compare them with observations



Nature of AGN-driven Perturbations
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[Arevalo+16; IZ+16a; IZ+16b in prep.]

0.5 - 4 keV
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Nature of AGN-driven Perturbations
interesting exception: NGC5813

Randall et al. 2015

shocks

bubbles

[IZ+16b, in prep.]

in preparation



Nature of Perturbations: simulations
AMR simulations: Nagai+07a; 07b

• density fluctuations < 10-20 % in the core
• no pure isobaric or adiabatic fluctuations
• in the core: closer to isobaric

[IZ+13]
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cluster in HE: V=0 disturbed cluster: V≠0

Isobaric Fluctuations —> Velocity

X-ray images in soft band —> δn/n

we need to understand: δn/n —> V?



homogeneous box

stratified atmosphere

δρ∝M2

from Bernoulli's equation

δn/n —> V Relation

 low entropy S

 high entropy S

 low entropy S

 high entropy S
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cs
⌘ ⇡ 1

* in pure hydro case without 
conduction and viscosity

on each scale 1/k:



Verifying the Coefficient in δn/n-V Relation 

⌘ = 1± 0.3
[IZ+14a]

hydro simulations: η ~1 w/o conduction [Gaspari+14]
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δn/n-V works in simulated galaxy clusters

[sample averaged]

AMR simulations: Nagai et al. 07a, 07b



Gas Fluctuations in the Perseus Cluster 3
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Figure 2. Left: Chandra mosaic image of the Perseus Cluster in 0.5�3.5 keV band. The units are counts/s/pixel. Right: residual image
of the cluster (the initial image divided by the best-fitting spherically-symmetric ��model of the surface brightness), which emphasizes
the surface brightness fluctuations present in the cluster. The point sources are excised from the image. Black circles show a set of annuli
used in the analysis of fluctuations. The width of each annulus is 1.50 (⇡ 31 kpc). The outermost annulus is at distance 10.50 (⇡ 218
kpc) from the center. Both images are slightly smoothed with a 300 Gaussian.
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Figure 3. Left: shape of the combined Chandra PSF within the field of view of the Perseus Cluster. The random positions of individual
PSFs are used (see Section XX for details). Right: the combined exposure map in seconds slightly smoothed with a 300 Gaussian.
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Figure 8. Left: amplitude of one-component velocity of gas motions versus wavenumber k = 1/l, measured in a set of radial annuli (see
legend) in the Perseus Cluster. The velocity is obtained from the amplitude of density fluctuations, shown in Fig. 7, using relation 5. The
color-coding and notations are the same as in Fig. 7. The slope of the amplitude for pure Kolmogorov turbulence (Kolmogorov 1941),
k�1/3, is shown with dash line. Right: radial profile of one-component velocity amplitude measured at certain length scales written in
the legend.

kpc (see Table 1). The velocity amplitudes quantitatively
match our expectations of typical velocities in the ICM from
various observational constraints (see e.g. Churazov et al.
2004; Schuecker et al. 2004; Werner et al. 2009; Sanders,
Fabian, & Smith 2011; de Plaa et al. 2012; Sanders & Fabian
2013, and references therein) and numerical simulations (see
e.g. Norman & Bryan 1999; Dolag et al. 2005; Iapichino &
Niemeyer 2008; Lau, Kravtsov, & Nagai 2009; Vazza et al.
2011; Miniati 2014, and references therein). Even though the
SB fluctuations analysis gives us reasonable constraints on
statistical properties of the velocity field in the ICM, the
method should be calibrated with the direct velocity mea-
surements with X-ray calorimeter on-board Astro-H obser-
vatory (Takahashi et al. 2014).

It was recently shown that in the cores of Perseus and
Virgo clusters, where the cooling time is shorter than the
Hubble time, the heating of the gas due to dissipation of
turbulence is su�cient to o↵set radiative cooling losses (Zhu-
ravleva et al. 2014b). Accounting for this fact, it is straight-
forward to estimate the Ozmidov scale lO of the turbulence
using only thermodynamic properties of the Perseus Clus-
ter and compare it with the scales we are probing with our
measurements. Knowing the Brunt-Väisälä frequency in the

cluster atmosphere, N =

r
g

�Hs
, through the acceleration

of gravity g and the entropy scale height Hs =

„
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,

and the density-normalized dissipation rate ", the Ozmidov
scale is

lO = N�3/2"1/2 = N�3/2

„
Qcool

⇢

«1/2

, (6)

where we assumed " ⇠ the cooling rate Qcool = neni⇤n(T ),
normalized by the gas density ⇢. Here ne and ni are the num-
ber densities of electrons and ions, respectively, and ⇤n(T )
is the normalized gas cooling function (Sutherland & Dopita
1993).

Fig. 9 shows the radial profile of the Ozmidov scale lO
and a range of scales we are probing in each annulus (hatched
regions in Fig. 8). One can see that lO is within the interval
of scales we are probing at each distance from the center
within the cluster core. This means that the necessary re-
quirement for the proportionality coe�cient between density
and velocity ⌘1 ⇠ 1 is satisfied, namely the Ozmidov scale is
lower than the injection scale of turbulence (assuming that
we are probing velocity PS within the inertial range). Notice,
that we do not show lO at R < 20 kpc since the measured
gas entropy is flat towards the center, leading to lO !1.

It is also interesting to compare scales, on which veloc-
ities of gas motions were measured, with the Kolmogorov
(dissipation) scale

lK =
⌫

3/4
kin

(Qcool/⇢)1/4
, (7)

where ⌫kin =
⌫dyn

⇢
is the kinematic viscosity, which is ob-

tained through the dynamic viscosity ⌫dyn for an ionized
plasma without magnetic field. Fig. 9 shows the Kolmogorov
scale lK as well as the mean free path for comparison. The
Kolmogorov scale is significantly below the scales we are
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Velocity Power Spectrum in Perseus

V<200-150 km/s on 5-30  kpc scale

[IZ+15]



Velocity Measurements:
Hitomi (Direct) vs Chandra (Indirect)

ou
te

r

Hitomi (line broadening) ≈ Chandra (Ix fluctuations)
But: 1) have to measure injection scale

                     2) factor of 2 uncertainty from fluctuations

in preparation



Perseus cluster 
Virgo cluster

Turbulent Heating vs Cooling in Cluster Cores
C = neni⇤n(T )H(k) = CH⇢V 3

1,kk

Turbulent Heating ~ Cooling

[IZ+14b; IZ+16b in prep.]

in preparation



Summary:

Wish list of things to do [simulations]:

- AGN-induced gas fluctuations are predominantly isobaric (/isothermal)

- Adiabatic fluctuations dominate in specific regions, in some galaxies

- Simulations: mixture of fluctuations, R approaches isobaric predictions

- Sample of nearby clusters: V1D<220 km/s @ 50 kpc scales
                           V1D~few 10s km/s @ <5 kpc scales

- Cooling vs turbulent heating: approximate balance 
   [though scatter and uncertainties are large]

- Measure effective EoS of gas fluctuations and compare it with observations

- Further verify density-velocity relation, accounting for additional physics


